GOVERNMENT OF NCT OF DELHI
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
5TH LEVEL "B" WING
DELHI SECRETARIAT: NEW DELHI

No.F.E-in-C/Director(M)/ARB/PWD/2018/13649-55
CD No. 057530078

Dated: 10/10/18

CORRIGENDUM

In partial modification of Order No. F.E-in-C/Director (M)/ARB/PWD/2018/13310-37 dated 01.10.2018, the name of Sh. Virendra Kumar Sharma, Retd. SDG at serial no. 19 may be read as Sh. Vinod Kumar Sharma, Retd., SDG. Rest of the contents shall remain the same.

This issues with the prior approval of Addl. Chief Secretary (PWD), GNCTD.

No.F.E-in-C/Director(M)/ARB/PWD/2018/13649-55

Dated: 10/10/18

(Sanjeev Kundu)
AHC (PWD)

Copy to:-
1. The Additional Chief Secretary, PWD, GNCTD, 5th Floor, B Wing Delhi Secc, N Delhi.
2. The Director General of Works, CPWD, Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi.
3. The Secretary, Deptt. of Law, GNCTD, Delhi Secc, New Delhi.
4. The Addl. Secretary (Finance), Finance Department, GNCTD, Delhi Secc, New Delhi.
5. The E-in-C., PWD, MSO Building, New Delhi.
6. PPS to CS, GNCTD, Delhi Secc, New Delhi.
7. Sh. Vinod Kumar Sharma, Retd. SDG.

(Sanjeev Kundu)
AHC (PWD)